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Another year behind us and still no moss collecting - the Mutineers waged a fair
battle and escaped with another admirable finish in the Royal Lepage Snow to Surf,
one of the countries largest adventure relay races(we weren't last although some
were willing to debate that point!).
Conditions were not what one would call ideal with the start of the alpine legs
enduring minus 1 temperatures and only marginally better at sea level as
participants were buffeted by driving winds which forced the cancellation of the
canoe leg.
There was quite an adjustment to the race with no snow on the alpine legs coupled
with the day's inclement weather forcing the event to take on a much different look
this year
Rains interrupted the afternoon celebrations at the Comox Marina Park and the best
part of the race, our annual Black Fin Feast, was moved up an hour to avoid further
exposure to a less than stellar day.
We had some marginal improvements on varying legs of our race, this year,
compared to some of our efforts from last year and with a few more tweaks, who
knows, we may find ourselves on the podium (again), next year.
Some of our best team improvements were that the entire lot made it to the pre-race
meeting, everyone managed to find their way to the starting line, we completed the
race without injury and our team does throw the best debriefing party (is there an
award for that?).
Thanking all my mates for a fine showing and especially to Tim who records our
effort - We'll be Bak!

Raelene apprehensively awaits
at the Hawk Chair.

Jen arriving at 1st Alpine
Transition.
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Ken setting a Blistering Pace of
3 M / K!
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Leslie's Road Run down the
Mountain.
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Harvey's Cross-Country Run.
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Cross-Country Run Transition to
MTB.
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MTB arriving at Kayak
Transition.
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William launching Jenny's
Kayak.
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The 2015 CDMC Mutineers.
Harold's Road Bike Transition to
Bow Canoeist, Roland.
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Report contributors: Tim P, Ken R, William W,
Participant list (10 of 10): Jennifer B, Raelene B, Leslie D, Harvey G,
Harold O, Ken R, Roland S, Jennifer W, William W,
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